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Answer any 4 questions from this Part. Each question carries 1 mark. (4x1=4)

1. Find the derivative of sec x.

2. Find D'(sin ax + b).

3. Give'an exarhple of a system of linear homogeneous equations in three
variables. Also discuss its solutions.

4. Define an ofihogonal transformation and illustrate with an example.

5. State Langrange's mean value theorem.

PART B

Answer any Tquestions from this Part. Each question carries 2 marks. {7x2=14}

6. Find the derivative of (cos x)'os *.

7. State Leibnitz's theorem for the nth derivative of oroduct of two functions.

8. State and prove Cauchy's mean value theorem.

9. verify Rolle's theorem for the function f(x) = 
g+ 

in the interval [0, a ].
e
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Using Taylor's series, evaluate logu1.1 correct to 4 decimal places.

lr 2 sl
Determine the rank of the matrix I Z 1 4l

3 0 5l
-J

Are the vectors (1, 3, 4,2), (3, -5, 2,2j:' {2, -1, 3, 2} linearly dependent ? l{ so
iind the relation between them. .

Testthe consistency of the syStem of equation4x- 2y + 6z= 8, x + y- 3z=-1,
15x-3y+92=21. : :.::::

15. Define an orthogonal matrix. Show that a matrix A is orthogonal, then the
determinant of A is either 1 or -1.

PART _ C

Answ6r any 4 questions from this Part. Each gUestion carries 3 ma*s. ({lGla '{

-,,It, 
-a ,_'

16. tf ax2 + Zhxy + by' - 1, then tinO 9ly ..^
dx'

i) Show that D"(a*') - m"(lo$la)t-aTi," 
1 i 

,, "'-.'=

ii) Show that D"{ax + b)'= m(m - 1Xm -2} ... (m - n + 1)an (ax + b),"-n.

Using Maclaurin's series, expand e"'n'up to the term containing t'.

Using iaylor's theorem expand lan-1 x in powers of (x - 1) upto four terms.

[s -3 41
use Gauss-Jordan method, find the inverse of the matrix 

I e -3 4l
Ilo -1 tj
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14.
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18.

19.

20.
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21. using partition method, find the inverse of the matrix

43-l
35 3

Write the worki

b) e-3'cog3 y.

24. i) Evaluate lim*_o etsinx -x-x2
x2 + xfog(l- t

ii) Evatuare tim*-o (+)"

25. i) Showthattheequations Sx+4y+52= a,4x+5y+ 6z=b,5x+6y +72=cdo not have a solution unless a + c = 2b.

ii) write the procedure to test the consistency of a system of equations innunknowns. --- -t

26' Fit a second degree parabofa to the fotowing data

Y = 1.1 1.3 1.6


